
We off er the only scale 
system with truly wireless 
sensors for every type 
of axle and suspension 
(including walking beam, 
leaf spring, and air ride). 

All sensors include 
replaceable batteries 
that can last up to  ve 
years thanks to our built-
in power management 
technology.

Adding real time scale 
data to the power of our 
telematics provides a 
command center view 
of every truck & trailer 
in your  eet.  Knowing 
where and what they 
weigh at any given time 
allows you to con  rm 
pick-up and delivery or 
even unscheduled weight 
changes during a trip.

NO Tedious Pre-loading or
Tuning Procedures

Most Importantly - NO Exposed or Running Wires

NO Welding
NO Bolting
NO Drilling
NO Soldering
NO Crimping
NO Heat Shrink
NO Heat Guns
        or Flames
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As a former dealer for various on-board scale companies, the headaches and 
shortcomings we endured with their products lead us to believe, there had to 
be a better way! It was this foundation that challenged us to revolutionize the 
market with a more advanced and reliable product.  The result - the  rst and only 
truly wireless on-board scales.

This patented approach means fast and simple user install with minimal tools 
required.  Most importantly NO timely wire routing, which are bound to 
become damaged later. In under two hours, our customers are ready to calibrate 
the most accurate on-board scale system on the market.

Additionally, unlike the countless competitors in a crowded space, our unique 
approach results in little to no recalibration, while still maintaining its extreme 
accuracy!  Calibration data is stored directly to the display device, as well as our 
remote cloud for convenient and simple recovery, if needed.

Other “wireless” systems often suff er from signal interference, not ours! Built-in 
signal ampli  ers enable up to 140 feet of obstructed communication between 
sensors and receiver.  No need to exit your cab or unsafely hang out the window 
to get a reading! Accurate scale data is transmitted to the driver via a smart 
device or dedicated display, giving them peace of mind the truck is being used 
to its fullest potential without being overloaded.

Brilliant Technology Made Simple to Use
at an Incredible Value
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